### Communications

- CTAF: 122.9

### Navigation

- Elevation: 01’ MSL
- TPA: 1001’ MSL (1000’ AGL)
- Runway: 14/32; 3430’x150’; Sand
- Lights: None
- Latitude: 47-08-40.789
- Longitude: 124-11-20.662

### Services

- Fuel: None

---

**Notes**

Right hand traffic on runway 14. Check the Chart Supplements and NOTAMS for open periods. For airport information and status, check WSDOT Aviation website. Call WSDOT Aviation (360-618-2477 or 1-800-552-0666) for additional information prior to use. Use at own risk. Note OCNMS overflight rules: [http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/flight/ocnms.html](http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/flight/ocnms.html)